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Abstract— Modern cryptographic circuits are increasingly
demanding security requirements. Since its invention, power
analysis attacks are a threat to the security of such circuits. In
order to contribute to the design of secure circuits, designers
may employ countermeasures in different abstraction levels.
This work presents a brief survey of countermeasures to help
designers to find good solutions for the design of secure cryp-
tographic systems. A summary is highlighted to compare the
pros and cons of the approaches to help designers choose a bet-
ter solution, or even provide subsidies so that new solutions can
be proposed.

Index Terms— Hardware security; Countermeasures; Cryp-
tography; Survey; Side-Channels Attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The last few decades have seen an increase in concern re-
garding the protection of information processed in electronic
devices driven by the wide use of smartphones, smart cards,
and intelligent nodes in IoT applications. Internet shopping
activities, bank transactions, ticket reservation systems are
examples of typical applications that require the security of
confidential data stored and computed on electronic prod-
ucts, however with the development of new technologies, the
range of devices under threat now include sensors in wire-
less sensor networks [1], which usually are in unsupervised
locations, and even Cloud Field-Programmable Gate Arrays
[2]. Modern devices provide cryptographic algorithms and
authentication protocols to protect the systems against mali-
cious users.

Although cryptography has been continuously developed
to ensure that algorithms remain robust to retrieving confi-
dential data, new techniques demonstrate that, through the
physical properties of digital systems, it is possible to reveal
the processed data. This class of techniques known as Side-
Channel Attacks (SCAs) exploits the leakage of sensitive
information to quantities such as power consumption, elec-
tromagnetic radiation, processing time, and sound. These
leakages allow the adversary to discover secret information
about a system, especially those protected from encryption.
SCAs seek to establish a dependency relationship between
the processed data and the analyzed physical quantities. The
vulnerabilities arise mainly from the implementation char-
acteristics of the CMOS circuit technology, along with the
synchronous paradigm traditionally adopted in the design of
digital systems [3].

Power dissipation in digital CMOS circuits can be for-
mally modeled, and its predictable behavior can be explored
via SCA [4, 5]. The same occurs with the electromagnetic

Fig. 1 Countermeasures classified according to Popp and Mangard[3].

radiation of the circuit because the electric current variations
caused during processing generate proportional variations in
the electromagnetic field radiated by the circuit, leaving the
system vulnerable to this side-channel as well [6].

Information leakage through side channels has become a
concern in digital system design that operates with confiden-
tial information such as smart cards. A smart card is an in-
tegrated circuit embedded in a plastic card that allows the
storage, processing, and communication of data securely in
a public communication network. Many works have been
proposed to avoid information leakage or neutralize adver-
saries’ actions, proposals known as countermeasures.

Figure 1 presents a classification given by [3] which is
well suited to group the strategies used to prevent the leak-
age of information. According to [3], the hiding strategy
can be divided in random consumption, that aims to insert
randomness during the execution to ensure that the power
dissipation is different in each execution, and in uniform
consumption, that aims to ensure that the power dissipation
is approximately equal regardless of the data in execution.
Conversely, the masking strategy aims to change intermedi-
ate data of the circuit to make the dissipation independent of
the data in execution, even in a circuit with data-dependent
dissipation.

A. Contributions

This work presents a brief survey on hardware counter-
measures highlighting the different approaches to mitigate
leakage on power dissipation. The main objective is to in-
vestigate the various alternatives to reduce the existing corre-
lation between the power dissipation on VLSI systems with
the processed data, which allows the attacker to obtain the
circuit’s secret key. A cost-benefit analysis between area,
power, and level of security offered by the method will be
presented. In addition, the work analyzes the possibilities of
implementing strategies, whether in software or hardware.
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The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows:
Section II reviews how power dissipation occurs in CMOS
circuits, how to model power consumption, the principle of
power analysis attacks and, the primary existing power anal-
ysis attacks. Section III presents a survey of countermea-
sures approaches against power analysis attacks. Section IV
summarizes and discusses strategies and critical challenges
on mitigating information leakage, and finally, Section V
presents the obtained conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND ON POWER ANALYSIS ATTACKS

This section reviews the power dissipation in CMOS, the
main power attack strategies and the models used in these.
The content of this section serves as a background for the
countermeasures section, which is the focus of this review.

A. Power dissipation in CMOS circuits

The total power dissipated by a CMOS circuit is composed
mainly by the power in the logic cells, registers, wires and in-
terconnects. Design decisions at different levels of abstrac-
tion directly influence the power dissipation and, therefore,
the leakage of information, which may be explored in power
attacks. As a consequence, countermeasures will be present
in different abstraction levels.

As a first order approximation, the power of circuit sup-
plied by a constant voltage VDD with a total current iDD(t)
will present an instantaneous power dissipation as PInst

given by the product of VDD and iDD(t). The mean power
dissipation PInst during a period T is defined according to
Equation (1).

PInst =
1

T

∫ T

0

pInst(t)dt =
VDD

T

∫ T

0

iDD(t)dt (1)

The total power of a digital circuit can be divided in
the static power Pstat, which accounts for the consumption
while there is no switching activity, and the dynamic power
Pdyn, which accounts for the consumption while there is
switching in the inputs, internal signals or outputs of the cir-
cuit.

The static power is dominated by small leakage currents.
In the SCAs context, the static power is of great concern as
it tends to have a significant correlation with the input data,
however the measurement of such small currents imposes a
large challenge. The shrinking of transistors due to technol-
ogy scaling increased the leakage currents to a point that,
under the right conditions, they can be properly measured.

The dynamic power dissipates during the switching of the
transistors through High-to-Low or Low-to-High transitions
dominates the power in CMOS circuits. The dynamic power
is proportional to the clock frequency, the load capacitance
and the square of the supply voltage. In a digital circuit,
low-to-high transitions can be modeled as a capacitive load
through the pull-up network, while high-to-low transitions
result from capacitive discharges through the pull-down net-
work. Such switches lead to very different and distinctive
current profiles in the power supply. This issue represents the
Achilles heel of digital circuits designed with CMOS tech-
nology concerning power analysis attacks.

B. Power dissipation models

As the dynamic power is strongly dependent on the pro-
cessed data, power analysis attacks were developed to ex-
ploit this correlation. The attacks use simplified models to
estimate the actual power dissipation. The most used power
models are Hamming Weight (HW) and Hamming Distance
(HD).

The HW is applicable to predict the power dissipation
when the adversary does not know the consecutive values
of the data in a target part of the circuit. This model consid-
ers that a resulting 0 on a CMOS circuit leads to insignificant
power dissipation, whereas a 1 value produces a significant
amount of power dissipation. Therefore, this model assumes
that the power dissipation is proportional to the number of
bits set to 1 for a processed data. Such simplicity makes the
HW a attractive model.

The HD is proportional to the number of low-to-high and
high-to-low transitions. This model assumes that the power
dissipation for low-to-high and high-to-low transition pro-
duce the same amount of power consumption. Also, it ig-
nores static power dissipation [3]. In this way, the HD model
can be simply applied to estimate the power dissipation of
a given circuit as shown in Equation (2), where v0 and v1
correspond to the HW of the results produced consecutively
by the circuit. Therefore, the HD is calculated as the XOR
function between the HW of two values, i.e., the difference
of HW.

HD(v0, v1) = HW (v0)⊕HW (v1) (2)

The HD and HW models are simple, efficient and widely
used for power analysis attacks. Despite this, other models
aim to explore specific behaviors of operations performed in
both software and hardware. An example is the Zero Value
(ZV) model, that exploits a property of the multiplication
operation when executed on the value 0 always results in 0
[3].

When it is not possible to correlate the circuit with the
previous models, it is possible to build a customized power
dissipation model using profiling attacks. Chari et al. [7]
highlight that it is possible to make an accurate power dissi-
pation model using statistical techniques and a paired device
to be attacked. Other proposals aim to build power dissipa-
tion models with different strategies, such as Schindler et al.
[8] using stochastic models, and Hospodar et al. [9] using
machine learning.

C. Differential Power Analysis

Differential Power Analysis (DPA) has some features that
have made it the most popular among SCAs. Firstly, its
execution cost is relatively low, and still, it is considered a
non-invasive attack for only monitoring the attacked device
without the need to investigate internal signals. Furthermore,
even in electrical disturbances during the power traces acqui-
sition, it is possible to carry out successful attacks.

DPA exploits the dynamic power dissipation characteris-
tics of CMOS technology, more precisely the premise that
low-to-high and high-to-low transitions cause different con-
sumption. The analysis relates this information leak with
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Fig. 2 Differential power analysis overview.

the functional behavior of a digital circuit while data is pro-
cessed. As proposed to Kocher et al. [5], DPA consists of 5
steps: (i) choosing a target intermediate result, (ii) measur-
ing and collecting traces, (iii) calculating hypothetical inter-
mediate values, (iv) applying the consumption model to the
attacked device and (v) evaluating hypotheses of subkeys.
An overview of DPA is depicted in Figure 2.

The first step is to choose an intermediate result from the
target cryptographic algorithm. This selected result must be
a function f(d, k), where k is a portion of the secret key
and d is a portion of the known input or output message. If
the attacker obtains a function that satisfies this condition, it
can be used as the target of the attack to find k. The known
message d can be either an incoming message or an outgoing
cryptogram, or even other known intermediate data.

In the second step, the power dissipated is measured while
various encryptions or decryptions are performed on a set of
different data using the same cryptographic key. Thus, D
is a set containing random different data di, which can be
described as follow D = {d0, d1, ..., dD}. For each encryp-
tion or decryption execution, a corresponding power trace is
stored. Thus, a set T of power traces is acquired, where each
trace ti is composed by J samples which can be described as
tij = {t0,j , ..., t0,J} for each trace. Finally, these traces are
stored in a matrix MT of size D × J .

The next step consists of calculating hypothetical in-
termediate results for all possibilities values assumed by
k according to f(d, k). Thus, one can define Hk as a
set of all possible values assumed by k such that Hk =
{hk0, hk1, ..., hkK}, where K is the total number of key val-
ues. Thus, using the set D and the set of hypothetical keys
Hk, the attacker can calculate all possible hypothetical in-
termediate results for f(d, k). A matrix called MV store the
hypothetical intermediate results vi,j as seen in Equation (3),
which has the following dimension D ×K.

MV =


v0,0 v0,1 v0,2 . . . v0,K
v1,0 v1,1 v1,2 . . . v1,K

...
...

...
. . .

...
vD,0 vD,1 vD,2 . . . vD,K

 (3)

We can observe that each column j of the matrix MV con-
tains the results calculated for the hypothesis of key hkj ,
through f(di, ki). Suppose MV has intermediate results for
all possibilities of key k. In that case, one of its columns
has the actual intermediate values calculated by the crypto-
graphic system during data encryption or decryption, per-
formed in the second step.

The secret key is one of the elements contained in Hk.
This element is defined as hkck. Thus, DPA seeks to find
out which column of the matrix MV has the same values
produced by f(d, k) during the encryption or decryption of
the vector D.

The fourth step of the DPA attack is to define the hypothet-
ical power consumption values from the matrix MV . This
step utilizes the power consumption models. The accuracy
level has a direct relation to attack efficiency. The most used
models for digital CMOS circuits are HW and HD. Thus, for
each hypothetical intermediate values vi,j the defined model
is applied according to Equation (2). This produces a matrix
MH with the same dimension as MV , containing hypotheti-
cal power consumption.

The idea to use the difference-of-means method is to de-
termine the relationship between the columns of MH and T .
Based on the assumption that different data leads to other
power profiles, for example, when an LSB bit of an interme-
diate result produces a value of 0, the consumption will be
other when this same bit is 1. Based on this assumption, this
method proposes the division of the matrix T .

To verify a hypothesis of key hkck, the method divides T
into two groups of power traces according to hi. One group
contains all the lines of T where hi is 0, and the other group
includes the remaining lines. Then, the average trace of each
group is calculated, where avg0 corresponds to the average
of group 0 and avg1 to the other group. The difference be-
tween avg0 and avg1 indicates whether a correlation exists
for the evaluated key hypothesis. The difference between
avg0 and avg1 occurs significantly at the moments the inter-
mediate values correspond to hck. At all other moments, the
difference insignificant. If the key hypothesis is not correct,
the difference between avg0 e avg1 is more or less zero at all
moments.

Finally, the fifth and last step of the DPA attack aims to
evaluate the hypotheses of keys hk. Each column hj of the
matrix MH is compared with the corresponding column tj
of the matrix MT . In this step, the attacker compares the
hypothetical consumption values with the power traces col-
lected from the attacked device. The results are stored in a
matrix MR of size K × T . There are different methods of
comparison for this step, depending on the type of attack per-
formed, be it CPA, described in the next section or different-
of-means. For example, the popular method of difference-of-
means, the result of a DPA attack is a matrix R, where each
row of R corresponds to the difference between the avg0 and
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avg1 to each key hypothesis. The correct hypothesis will be
the one with the greatest difference value of the means.

Similar to the DPA attack, the Differential Electromag-
netic Analysis (DEMA) attack [10] evaluates and monitors
the emission of electromagnetic radiation from the attacked
device. DEMA attacks capture the traces generated by the
electromagnetic fields emitted by the circuits during the ex-
ecution of encryption or decryption through special probes
used in conjunction with amplifier stages due to the low in-
tensity of the produced signal. For this type of attack, the at-
tacker must consider the problems caused by noise and elec-
tromagnetic interference from the environment where the
attack is carried out, causing errors in the readings of the
traces.

D. Correlation Power Analysis

Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) is a power-based at-
tack proposed by [11]. CPA uses a correlation coefficient,
the most common way to verify linear relationships between
data. In this attack, the correlation coefficient is used to as-
sess the relationship between each column hi of the matrix
MH with each column tj of the matrix T . This results in
a comparison between the hypothetical power consumption
values and the acquired traces at every time position. The
result is stored in a matrix R, where each element represents
the estimated correlation coefficients. Thus, one can describe
each value ri,j by the Equation (4), where h̄i and t̄j repre-
sents the mean values of the columns hi and tj :

ri,j =

∑D
d=0(hd,i − h̄i) · (td,j − t̄j)√∑D

d=0 (hd,i − h̄i)
2 ·

∑D
d=0 (td,j − t̄j)

2
(4)

According to [11] these coefficients, or correlation factors,
are capable of rejecting false key hypotheses accepted by the
DPA / DEMA.

E. Others power attacks

In addition to the well-known power-based attacks that
explore the dynamic power consumption, the Static Power
Side-channel Analysis (SPSCA) explores the static power
dissipation. While in idle, the leakage current is different
and strongly dependent on the input as shown in [12]. This
attack is especially efficient on sub-100 nm technologies as
the static power increases [13]. Experimental results show
that 65 nm is in order of 10× more vulnerable than 90 nm
technologies when submitted to SPSCA [14]. Despite this,
SPSCA is unpractical in low power dissipation circuits as the
values to be measured can be in the order of ×10−9 or even
smaller. SPSCA often depends on techniques as clock freeze
to allow a viable measurement [15].

Template attack (TA) [7] is a known side-channel attack
that explores vulnerabilities of cryptographic circuits whose
security is dependent on the assumption that an adversary
cannot obtain more than one or a limited number of sam-
ples. This attack requires that an adversary has access to
an identical experimental device that he can program as he
wants. This approach, in contrast to previous attacks, aims
at precisely modeling noise and using this to fully extracted
information present in a single sample.

Fault injection attacks (FIA), initially introduced by
Boneh et al. [16] consists of generating failures in the cryp-
tographic circuit to obtain abnormal behaviors and thereby
take advantage of this abnormality to reveal secret infor-
mation. However, these attacks need to create fault mod-
els, requiring particular skills and detailed knowledge of the
circuit’s internal structure. Its efficiency today represents a
threat to the security of cryptographic systems.

Higher-Order Attacks (HODPA) [17] are based on the
joint statistical properties of multiple aspects of the signal,
joint analysis of power dissipation on two or more points
in time. This kind of attack is normally applied to mask-
ing countermeasures. It implies higher costs in terms of the
number of samples and computational complexity.

There is currently a line of work that explores machine
learning and deep learning to attack cryptographic systems.
Machine learning (ML) has been used to attack crypto-
graphic circuits similarly to TA attacks, requiring prior train-
ing, considered profiled attacks as proposed by Picek et al.
[18]. Deep learning (DL) has been applied to SCA mainly
because can learn abstract representations that are composed
of lower levels features. DL-SCA can be applied to both pro-
filed attacks [19] and non-profiled attacks [20], such as DPA
and CPA.

Attacks that explore contemporaneous applications as
clouding servers also represent severe threat. Moini et al.
successfully retrieved 74% of a victim application image
running at amazon web service (AWS) server [2]. The au-
thors explored the cloud service where multi-clients simul-
taneously operates at the same time. In this case, the attack
requires no physical or modifications of any kind over the
cloud FPGA.

III. COUNTERMEASURES FOR POWER ANALYSIS
ATTACKS

The countermeasures against power analysis attacks are
a set of methods introduced to make the power consump-
tion independent of the data executed on cryptographic de-
vices. These strategies can be implemented in both hardware
and software. While the software countermeasures have a
limited solution space as the software is performed by vul-
nerable hardware, the hardware ones present a wide design
space for the search for solutions to avoid the leakage of in-
formation through side-channels. The countermeasures can
be clustered by different strategies as depicted in Figure 1.
This work presents a survey on the different strategies in or-
der to compare the benefits, limitations, and costs of each
solution as follows.

A. Hiding: uniform consumption

This section presents a review of different strategies to
reduce leakage targeting an uniform and data-independent
power dissipation, i.e., a device should consume equal
amounts of energy in each clock cycle, regardless of the data
processed. Most studies focus at the gate level design. Such
preference occurs as a uniform consumption in the gate level
tends to propagate to the system level. Since information
leakage is directly associated with differences in the power
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consumption produced by low-to-high and high-to-low tran-
sitions, dual-rail encoding of information has been usually
adopted.

A..1 Dual-rail pre-charge logic - DPL is the encoding
scheme most used by secure strategies implemented at gate-
level designs. This encoding represents one logical bit of
information using two rails, containing the real binary value
and its complement as depicted in Figure 3a. The computa-
tions are performed in two phases denominated pre-charge
and evaluation, which characterize a dynamic logic. Pre-
charge propagates before any computation and drives all cir-
cuits to the same binary statement, usually zero, known as
all-zeros spacer, defining the initial statement on both rails.
In the literature, it is also known as return-to-zero protocol
(RTZ). While the evaluation phase computes the combina-
tional logic function. It is possible to highlight two observa-
tions on the influence of this type of logic in the context of
countermeasures against power-based attacks:

(i) Limit the attackers’ action: The pre-charge phase pre-
vents power-based attacks that estimate power dissipation
with the HD model. Computing data from an initial state,
all-zeros, prevents transitions from previous data that are
sources of information leaks.

(ii) Number of power traces available to perform the at-
tack: the pre-charge phase reduces the number of useful
power traces that can be measured. Considering i equals
to the target input bits, non pre-charged topologies has
2i× (2i− 1) possible power traces, while pre-charged coun-
termeasures has only 2i power traces. For each possible i
input, the non pre-charged topologies have others 2i−1 pre-
vious statement that leads to the respective input. Each of
these extra traces leaks more information from the device
due to the logic and electrical charges modify according to
the previous computation.

A..2 Time Enclosed Logic - TEL is the state-of-the-art
encoding to counteract power-based attacks as depicted in
Figure 3b. It is based on DPL, but the data are encoded in
the time-domain. TEL is synchronized by a clock signal in
such a way that 3 phases are required to compute data. An
initial pre-charge, such as an RTZ, followed by an evaluation
phase where, during a ∆ interval, the valid data is properly
computed, and, lastly, a post-evaluation phase that makes the
rail one logical. This strategy is used to avoid leakage infor-
mation due to memory effect, i.e. a transition from a valid
data to zero. In a clock cycle, to compute any data, TEL
starts all rails at logical 0 and ends with all rails at logical 1.

TEL aims to enclose the evaluation phase among two other
encoding steps to avoid the adversary to measure it, consid-
ering that the attacker has limited time resolution and band-
width [21]. When compared to DPL, TEL requires 2× more
energy per cycle as both tracks are fully charged and dis-
charged. TEL also requires two clock signals to operate,
where the second is phased to the first one to generate the
∆. The ∆ can also be implemented with a delay element.

A..3 Gate level logic styles - This section reviews pro-
posed works to mitigate information leakage through the log-
ical gate-level design. The secure topologies here presented
take advantage of the DPL and TEL targeting a uniform con-
sumption.

Sense Amplifier Based Logic (SABL) is the first topol-

Fig. 3 DPL and TEL encoding.

ogy to counteract dynamic power attacks. SABL is a DPL
based topology designed to distribute the small current and
internal capacitances by inserting an always ON transistor
among the complementary rails [22]. Secure Triple Track
Logic (STTL) also implements DPL being the first topol-
ogy designed to avoid early propagation effects (EPE) [23].
EPE takes place by race conditions caused by propagation
time differences between distinct circuit paths producing un-
wanted switching, also known as glitches, that may propa-
gate along the circuit. EPE is data-dependent which makes
it an important source of leakage information. The main
drawbacks of STTL are the unbalanced composition among
the complementary rails and the high overhead of the out-
put latches. Multi-Threshold Balanced Secure Triple Track
Logic (MT-BSTTL) is the first topology to use multi-Vt on
power attacks purpose. MT-BSTTL implements multi-Vt

and capacitance balancing techniques to minimize the lim-
itations of STTL [24].

Dual-spacer Dual-rail Delay-insensitive Logic - (D3L)
proposed by Cilio [25] is a DPL based on asynchronous
circuits able to mitigate capacitive unbalances between the
dual rails using a dual-spacer protocol to decouple the data
correlation with power dissipation during the computation.
Furthermore, as asynchronous circuits are strongly data-
dependent to compute due to the absence of the clock signal,
D3L inserts random delays to break the timing-data correla-
tion. However, D3L is implemented based on NULL Con-
vention Logic (NCL) according to a complex design flow.
The proposed dual-spacer protocol inserts delay overhead as
well as area overhead to asynchronously control the flow of
data in the datapath.

Three-phase Dual-rail Pre-charge Logic (TDPL) [26] was
designed to be robust to unbalanced routing capacitances
which is a concern in DPL circuit design that requires a lot
of effort in Place & Route according to [27]. TDPL oper-
ates in three phases, pre-charge where all rails are charged to
high followed by evaluation where valid data is computed,
and lastly, a discharged phase similar to RTZ, doing all rails
discharged to low. The TDPL drawback is the area overhead
due to the requirement to route the three control signals.

Delay-based Differential Pre-charge Logic (DDPL) [28]
implements the time domain for the first time but its imple-
mentation suffers from early propagation effect which even
results in a data-dependent vulnerability. Improved Delay-
based Pre-charge Logic (iDDPL) is the state-of-the-art coun-
termeasure and which implements the time domain encod-
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ing, first named here as TEL encoding [29]. Like SABL,
iDDPL also implements non-logical transistors among the
complementary rail to eliminate the internal memory ef-
fects of the gates to solve the problems suffered by DDPL.
The authors proved that iDDPL is very resistant even in
presence of unbalanced capacitances. For this, the authors
performed SPICE simulations and experimental attacks on
ASIC @65nm.

Wave Dynamic Differential Logic (WDDL) is the first
topology fully implemented with static-CMOS gates avail-
able on standard-cell libraries. This compatibility reduces
the complexity to design secure circuits due to takes ad-
vantage of using the traditional standard-cell design flow.
WDDL implements DPL encoding and compared to semi
full-custom countermeasures, WDDL cells also insert low
overhead [30, 31]. An important drawback of WDDL is the
racing condition that makes it susceptible to EPE [32].

Standard-cell delay-based dual-rail pre-charge logic (SC-
DDPL) is the state-of-the-art countermeasure implemented
since standard-cell. SC-DDPL implements TEL encoding
and requires only NAND2 and NAND3 CMOS gates to im-
plement combinational logic. SPICE simulations and ex-
perimental results on FPGA have shown that SC-DDPL is
resilient even with unbalanced P&R. Combining the lower
design effort from the implementation with standard-cell
libraries and no need to optimized P&R, SC-DDPL is a
straightforward design [33].

A..4 Sizing and Place & Route for semi full-custom
topologies - To overcome the unbalance between rails in
DPL circuits, some proposals stand out in the literature to
find alternatives to enhance the design flow for DPL circuits.
For example, the transistor size can change some features of
the circuit, such as delay, power dissipation, capacitances,
inductive behavior, and area. On the side-channel perspec-
tive, each of the cited aspect impact on the current signature.

There are at least three methodologies for security aware
sizing. Bhattacharya et al. [34] formulate the sizing prob-
lem considering the switching activity of the transistors and
the capacitances of each interconnection node of the circuit.
In 2009 [35], Lin and Burleson developed an iterative al-
gorithm to resize the higher capacitances gates of the circuit.
The algorithm uses a heuristic based on vulnerability metrics
and attacks using a predefined level of security as stop crite-
rion. Lima et al. [36] proposed a greedy algorithm based on
security metrics and SPICE simulations that clusters sets of
transistors according to their similarities in the gate and uses
a search heuristic to minimize the leakage on a given logic
gate. All three algorithms have shown efficiency to improve
the security, at the cost of delay, area, and power dissipation.

The Place & Route (P&R) stages of the design of a secure
system can also be improved to minimize the leakage of in-
formation in DPLs. Tiri et al. [27] proposed the fat-wire to
route the circuit composed by multi-rails topologies, which
are the majority of countermeasures on the hiding method.
An important benefit of this methodology is the ease of in-
tegration with EDA design flow. In the fat-wire methodol-
ogy, the circuit’s netlist (after the logic synthesis) is parsed
to the correspondent multi-rails cells. For P&R is used a
LEF file with a fat gate library database. The design now

is parsed from fat-wire to original technology properties, al-
ready with multi-rails placed and routed [37]. The fat-wire
strategy guarantees a close matching between the comple-
mentary rails since they are routed side-by-side. The simi-
lar interconnections reduces the parasitic mismatches which
significant increase of robustness, reduction of P&R com-
plexity, smaller congestion, and area.

A specialized P&R can improve the circuit’s resilience
to both power and electromagnetic vulnerabilities. Ma et
al. propose a computer-aided design (CAD) tool that opti-
mizes the placement and the routing steps after the clock tree
synthesis, targeting a reduction in electromagnetic leakage
[38] [39]. The authors’ tool applies the optimizations after
achieving other constraints as timing, area, and power. The
work uses a numerical optimization method for the place-
ment step that randomly searches for a relative optimum so-
lution. For the routing phase, the algorithm first seeks data-
dependent wires considering physical property and then ap-
plies wire length adjustment that implies snaking signals.
The simulations result reaches a reduction of 67.26% in cor-
relation over unprotected P&R. The security gains are paid
with a non-optimal design in terms of traditional perfor-
mance metrics, generating a increase of 11.7% in the power
and a reduction of 22% in the maximum operating frequency
in a AES-128 design.

A..5 Current flattening and detached power supply - To
hide the leaked information, there is another strategy that
aims to flatten the current consumption of a cryptographic
circuit to be data independent. Ratanpal et al. [40] pro-
pose to use an integrated filter to uniform the current con-
sumption monitored by the adversary. Telandro et al. [41]
propose an on-chip voltage regulator to generate an internal
power supply voltage from an external power supply aiming
to ensure the uncorrelation between the external power sup-
ply current and internal power supply current. Plos et al. [42]
improves a scheme with two capacitors that supply the target
chip in an interleaved fashion, when one supplies the chip the
other is being charged. This scheme adds two more phases to
the scheme to mitigate the leaked information. In addition,
the authors present for the first time results about the secu-
rity against power-based attacks. Even so, this scheme suf-
fers from current leakage of the off switches which control
the charging and discharging of the capacitors and, leakage
through the I/O pins. Equalizing consumption with flatten-
ing can be costly in energy terms. Therefore, Li et al. [43]
propose power-aware hiding (PAH) to balance consumption
at the middle level instead of peak energy consumption. It
equalizes the power dissipation using an energy-aware strat-
egy reducing the energy penalty produced by current flatten-
ing.

Gornik [44] proposes a novel circuit to decouple the main
power supply from an internal power supply that is used to
drive a single logic gate. The decoupling is done with buffer-
ing capacitances integrated into the semiconductor. This ap-
proach allows decoupling cells through distributing the de-
coupling capacitors all over the circuit layout and avoids the
requirements of a large capacitor. As a drawback, it imposes
an overhead of area. Despite of being a powerful counter-
measure against power attacks, these strategies still let the
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cryptographic system susceptible to electromagnetic radia-
tion based attacks.

Shan et al. [45] are the first to use machine learning to pro-
tect cryptographic hardware against power analysis attacks.
The authors propose a power compensation module based on
HD redistribution to compensate the probability of the HD of
the intermediate data. The results show no correlations up to
1.5 M traces and low costs in terms of area and power dissi-
pation.

B. Hiding: random consumption

Lu et al. [46] investigate the use of random delays inser-
tion (RDI) in cryptographic systems in FPGAs. The authors
proved theoretically and experimentally that the technique is
effective against power analysis attacks. They also proposed
parameters that can be used to optimize the design security in
terms of area, performance, and power dissipation. RDI was
firstly proposed by Clavier et al. in [47] for software applica-
tions to reduce the correlation between a power dissipation
model and the power dissipated by the circuit. For this, a
chain of programmable delay elements is added to the datap-
ath, to randomize the execution and consequently the power
dissipation. The results obtained show that RDI in FPGA re-
duces the action of the attacks and suffers an area penalty of
up to 100%, a relatively low cost compared to other meth-
ods. Accordingly [48], pre-processing applied before power
attacks have proven that this kind of randomness can be re-
moved and the architecture remains vulnerable to attacks.

Soares et al. [49] propose an architectural solution de-
signed in globally asynchronous and locally synchronous de-
sign (GALS) style. In this way, it is possible to combine the
random clock and parallel processing in a pipeline architec-
ture to introduce noise into global consumption. On the other
hand, Ambrose et al. [50] exploit the parallel processing of
a dual-core architecture to introduce noise into power dissi-
pation. While one core processes the data, another core pro-
cesses the complemented data in parallel. Recently, Moucha
et al. [51] propose to use additional dummy rounds in cipher
block algorithm to generate noise. These proposals present
high costs in area and power. Moreover, also leak informa-
tion to be obtained with pre-processing steps.

Baylis et al. [52] proposed the insertion of a hardware
overlay layer as a way to create a level of abstraction for
the configurable logic blocks of the FPGA. The method has
two main objectives, firstly to protect the IP cores belonging
to the hardware architecture implemented in FPGA from re-
verse engineering attacks that are capable of identifying the
IP cores used in the architecture from the bitstream. The
other objective is to insert extra hardware to generate noise
and thus reduce the action of the power analysis attacks.
The hardware virtualization method uses a ring oscillator
as a generator noise. This kind of noise can easily be neu-
tralized by pre-processing techniques applied before the at-
tack according to [48]. Although the method is restricted to
architectures implemented in FPGA, it is possible to com-
bine overlay with other countermeasures such as dth-orders
masking which can be more effective to hide the information
leak.

Lagasse et al. [53] proposed the combination of two meth-
ods for generating noise and randomness in the execution of

the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cryptographic al-
gorithm implemented in hardware and prototyped in FPGA.
The first method is to use a random clock, i.e. a random se-
lection from 4 different phases clock signals from an linear-
feedback shift register (LFSR). The other method is a noise
generator from a ring oscillator. The authors evaluated the
impact on the security of each method applied individually
in a hardware implementation of the AES algorithm, as well
as the combination of the methods. The results highlight gain
in security with the combination of the methods. As an ad-
vantage, the method has no significant impact on the area.

Das et al. [54] proposed a method of attenuating energy
consumption and inserting noise as a way of hiding informa-
tion leakage. The method called Attenuated Signature Noise
Injection (ASNI) consists of hardware that suppresses elec-
tric current variations caused by the computation of the cryp-
tographic algorithm and simultaneously adds a noise injec-
tion method to hide the power consumption of the computed
algorithm. The results obtained on AES algorithm show that
the proposed method has a low impact in area and immunity
to CPA with up to 1M traces.

Alternatively, we find in the literature circuits dedicated
only to produce noise as proposed by Liu et al. [55]. In this
work, the authors use ring oscillators for this purpose. The
frequency of the clock signal directly influences the power
dissipation of a circuit. Thus, several works in the literature
explore this strategy in different ways as recently Jayasinghe
et al. [56], Hettwer et al. [57]. These approaches exploit
the configurable clock management available in FPGAs to
dynamically generate clock signals with a large frequency
spectrum. While the approach is promising, for ASIC de-
signs it involves building the entire structure which can be
costly.

The converter-reshuffling technique uses a multi-phase
switched capacitor voltage converter to insert noise power
dissipation in the circuit. Yu and Köse [58] improve this
technique by utilizing flying capacitors to withhold a ran-
dom amount of charge for a random time period to counter-
act power analysis attacks. Machine learning attacks have
the potential to unscramble the noise generated.

Singh et al. [59] use an all-digital low-dropout regulator
combined with two randomization circuits, being a switching
noise injector and the randomized reference voltage to hide
information leakage. The authors show that the combination
of the circuits can dynamically change the power signature
and difficult the attacks.

Chong et al. [60] propose an asynchronous logic de-
sign dedicated to FPGA with dual hiding countermeasures,
an amplitude moderation, and a time moderation. It is the
first asynchronous AES design evaluated at the first and last
rounds of the algorithm. The authors point out that after var-
ious power analysis attacks the design is unbreakable with
less than 1 M traces. Despite this, the project presents a com-
plex asynchronous circuit design.

C. Masking

Masking aims to randomize the intermediate value using
mask bits to modify the real data being computed on the at-
tacked circuit [3]. The idea is to perform all the vulnerable
computations on masked data produced by a random mask.
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Generally, logic operations such as XOR, AND, and arith-
metic operations are executed between the mask and sensi-
ble data. The masking scheme first proposed by Chari et al.
[61] splits every sensitive intermediate variable into s shares,
such that an adversary probing at most v values during the
computation is not able to correlate with the sensitive infor-
mation.

Masking may be applied to the algorithmic level or a cir-
cuit level. Algorithm masking methods are vulnerable to
DPA, and TA according to [62]. Masking at the circuit level
is algorithm agnostic and more amenable to design automa-
tion compared to masking at the algorithm level [63]. High-
order masking, when d levels of masking operations are ap-
plied, offers higher resistance against the power analysis at-
tacks. However, it is difficult to implement in hardware due
to the significant increase in design complexity [64].

In the literature, dth-order masking schemes are regarded
as theoretically secure methods for protecting the implemen-
tations of different encryption algorithms. However, there is
a gap between practical and theoretical security. Thus, Ming
et al. [65] proposed a sensitive glitch location (SGL) method
to locate the leakage points in hardware implementations of
encryption algorithms. SGL can locate the dth-order mask-
ing scheme, d is the higher bound of the number of probes in
the masking scheme. SGL can be used as an evaluation tool
in chip design to help designers exploring the vulnerabilities
in their hardware implementations [65].

There are many proposed masking schemes in the litera-
ture [66] [67] [68]. As a general case of the masking strat-
egy, it is possible to highlight the work proposed by Prouff
and Rivain [66]. The strategy uses SBOX as a case study of
a block cipher algorithm, where k and pti respectively rep-
resent plaintext and key inputs. In the proposal, the function
pti ⊕mi represents the masked plaintext using the random
mask mi. Then, SBOX is computed on the masked plain-
text and the key in order to obtain SBOX((pti⊕mi)⊕ k).
Parallel to this function, a correction term is also computed
during the SBOX encryption process to ensure that the out-
put result from SBOX produces the original value, in or-
der not to alter the rest of the algorithm’s execution. A
XOR function between the masked variable and its corre-
sponding mask mi must produce the original value. In this
scheme, a pre-computed SBOX’ function produces the term
zi = SBOX ′(((pti ⊕ mi) ⊕ k) ⊗ mi) which is used for
this purpose. In this way, it is possible to affirm that the
result of the application of the XOR function between the
SBOX(pti ⊕mi ⊕ k) output and the zi term produces the
original term expected for the encryption output.

Ishay, Sahai, and Wagner (ISW) [69] proposed a theoret-
ical study of the security of cryptographic systems, where
attackers have the ability to monitor a bounded number of
wires of the target circuit. The authors proposed a frame-
work that allows employing several techniques for the con-
struction of circuits that require the confidentiality of pro-
cessed information and that are resistant to power analysis
channels. The work presents a systematic study of the com-
plexity of the obtained circuits, and in addition, they show a
formal threat model that is used to measure the security of the
circuits obtained with the framework. ISW requires decom-

posing a circuit into AND, XOR, and NOT gates and then
compute masking. It reflects on area overhead and sources
of glitches.

Coron et al. [68] describes a new algorithm for mask-
ing look-up tables of block-ciphers at any order, as a coun-
termeasure against side-channel attacks. The technique is
a generalization of the classical randomized table counter-
measure against first-order attacks. They prove the security
of their new algorithm against dth-order attacks in the usual
ISW model [69]. We also improve the bound on the num-
ber of shares from n > 4th for an adversary who can adap-
tively move its probes between successive executions such
as HODPA [17].

Rivain and Prouff [67] presented the first masking scheme
dedicated to AES algorithm which is provably secure at any
chosen order and which can be implemented in software at
the cost of a reasonable overhead.

Masked Dual Rail Pre-charge Logic (MDPL) is a com-
bination of masking and dual-rail pre-charge [70]. MDPL
works similarly to WDDL which employs data-independent
output switching activity to resist power analysis attacks us-
ing a single random mask bit to overcome the routing im-
balance problem. As a disadvantage, MDPL suffers from
EPE-based attacks. iMDPL is proposed to overcome this at-
tack but has a significant area overhead. Furthermore, MDPL
suffers from leakage of the mask bit.

Miyajan et al. [71] present a technique to reduce the exe-
cution time of the AES algorithm when implementing high
order masking countermeasure. The proposed work aims
at software implementations and explores the use of SIMD
instructions (single instructions multiple data) available in
some processor architectures. The basic concept is to replace
the lookup tables used to implement non-linear functions of
the AES algorithm such as SBOXs by including SIMD in-
structions. The approach allows mitigating power analysis
attacks with the use of high-order masking, and to mitigate
cache attacks by reducing the execution time of the algo-
rithm.

Cedric [72] proposed a method called Orthogonal Direct
Sum Masking (ODSM) to resist against SCA and FIA at-
tacks, but its implementation in the whole algorithm is a big
open problem when no particular hardware protection is pos-
sible. The method is designed as a software masking scheme
of AES transformations. It is able to detect and correct errors
that can be injected, and furthermore, minimize the costs in
terms of memory and computing time as well.

The bus-invert coding technique is proposed as a
lightweight countermeasure against power analysis attacks
according to Vosoughi et al. [73]. This technique is a low-
cost countermeasure similar to the masking technique with
reduced overhead. The main idea is to reduce the number
of low-to-high and high-to-low transitions in a circuit. when
the number of expected transitions is larger than a threshold
HW, the input is coded and processed in order to reduce the
transitions required. The authors showed that the number of
the measurements to disclose the secret key an SBOX of the
AES algorithm can be 571 times than a naive implementation
and with a 0.91% reduction in power dissipation.

Ueno et al. [74] propose an AES hardware architecture
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Table I. Summary of revised countermeasures.
Summary of countermeasures based on uniform consumption

Paper Method Contributions Limitations
[22] SABL First DPL Unbalance capacitances
[23] STTL Triple rail with validation Area and delay due to validation rail
[25] D3L Dual spacer asynchronous logic Delay, area and power overhead

[26] TDPL Three phase operation
Extra area and power consumption

to route 3 control signals
[28] DDPL Time domain signaling using single control signal Stable control for ∆ evaluation
[29] iDDPL DDPL immune to EPE Stable control for ∆ evaluation
[30] WDDL First DPL implemented with static CMOS Early Propagation Effect
[33] SC-DDPL Flow Standard-Cell to implement DDPL & Route Stable control for ∆ evaluation ∆ evaluation
[40] Current flattening Filter the electrical current to make it uniform High power
[41] Current flattening Voltage regulator to uniform power dissipation High power

[42] Detached power supply
Detached power supply with additional capacitor

discharge phase
Capacitor discharge leaks information;

Not effective against EM attacks
[44] Detached power supply Buffering capacitances Area overhead; Not effective against EM attacks

[45] Power compensation module
First machine learning assisted

power compensation circuit DL-SCA can potentially find leaks

Summary of countermeasures based on random consumption
Paper Method Contributions Limitations
[46] Random Delay Insertion - RDI Inserts random delay on the datapath Area and delay overhead
[49] GALS Pipeline Combines random clock and parallel processing Pre-processing may realign traces and area overhead
[50] Parallel processing Dual-core to parallel processing Pre-processing may remove noise
[51] Dummy round scheme Improvements on dummy round scheme Delay and area overhead
[52] Hardware virtualization Hardware overlay layer for noise generation Area overhead; Filters may remove noise
[53] Combines two methods Random clock and ring oscillator noise Area overhead; Filters may remove noise
[54] ASNI Energy consumption reduction and noise insertion Filter may remove noise
[55] Ring oscillators Digital controlled ring oscillators Filters may remove the noise
[56] Random Frequency - RFTC Dynamic clock reconfiguration for FPGA Limited to FPGAs and costly for ASICs

[57] Dynamic Frequency Randomization
Applies Dynamic clock management to generate

a wide clock frequencies Limited to FPGAs and costly for ASICs

[58] Converter-Reshufflin - CoRe
Core technique with flying capacitors withhold

random charge Leakage on flying capacitors

[59] Integrated all-digital LDO
Combines low-dropout regulator, switching noise

injector and randomize reference voltage Complex design and pseudo-random noise injection

[60] Dual-hiding async-logic
Amplitude and time moderation using

asynchronous circuits Complex design flow and area overhead

Summary of countermeasures based on masking consumption
Paper Method Contributions Limitations
[66] Xor with PTI and Key Lightweight masking scheme Needs a reverse function
[68] Masking LUT for block cipher Improves security and performance of ISW model Requires more random generations

[69] Random states, delays, and bits Formal threat model
Restricted observation of t-wires within

a clock cycle - need to refresh the masks

[70] MDPL
Combines DPL and masking to randomize

power consumption Early Propagation Effect, area overhead

[71]
SIMD instructions to replace and
improve SBOXs implementations Reduces execution time Designed for software implementations

[72] ODMS Able to detect errors Designed for software implementations
[73] Bus-invert coding Lightweight masking scheme Hardware implementation

[74] Threshold Implementation - TI
Combines TI and algebraic characteristics of AES

SBOX; Attenuates latency overhead Latency overhead due to serial computing

[75] Threshold Implementation - TI First 2-Shares TI Latency and area overhead

resistant to power analysis attacks based on threshold im-
plementation (TI), considered the state-of-the-art in masking
schemes. TI is designed to deal with non-idealities in hard-
ware and to be able to apply masking at a higher level of
abstraction. The proposal combines TI implementation and
the algebraic characteristics of AES SBOX. The results high-
light a small area overhead and reduced latency compared to
conventional TI implementations. With the same goal, Chen
et al. [75] propose the first TI limited to 2-shares (2-TI) to
attenuate the impacts on the area and latency overhead to
implement a secure cryptographic circuit. Chen et al. show
that 2-TI is first-order secure and also reduces the size of the
sequential logic in hardware implementations.

IV. SUMMARY OF COUNTERMEASURES AND
DISCUSSIONS

The countermeasures against power analysis attacks are
summarized in Table I. It summarizes the main strategies
found for each group of countermeasures. Initially, it is im-
portant to highlight that all proposals contribute to reducing
information leakage, but they are not completely secure solu-
tions. After reviewing the literature, it is possible to conclude
that even though these methods provide some resilience to
different types of attacks, they pay for security with penal-
ties like power, performance, and area overhead.

A traditional countermeasure is to randomize sensitive
variables by masking techniques. The architecture still leaks
information but the masked sensitive data confuse the ad-
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versary to correlate it with power dissipated. In the liter-
ature, there are masking schemes implemented in software
and hardware. Hardware masking is expensive in terms of
area and admits some flaws. As the shares are usually com-
puted at the same time, the instantaneous leakage is depen-
dent on the sensitive variables, which allows some dedicated
attacks, such as higher-order attacks [17]. On the other hand,
software masking impacts the timing performance and the
memory requirements, but in terms of security, it is wide
usually to protect block cipher algorithm implementations.

As can be observed in Table I, there are different strategies
to obtain uniform power dissipation. Most of these strategies
focus on the design at the gate level where there are different
logic styles. As the logic styles are dual-rail encoded, seri-
ous challenges appear in the Place & Route stage to maintain
a required balance between rails. In this context, TEL en-
coding presents itself as a tolerant alternative to unbalanced
path problems. Nevertheless, there is a design complexity
inherent in computing only in the ∆ period of the evaluation
phase.

Alternatively, the current flattening strategy implies high
power dissipation, due to equalizing the consumption to the
maximum peak required by the circuit. Furthermore, the
mechanisms for regulating the current flow still leak in-
formation, which keeps the design vulnerable. To detach
the power supply appears as another alternative solution.
However, it is composed of capacitive cells that should be
recharged frequently. The on-chip design of large capacitors
demands extra area, and the mechanism to control the ca-
pacitor’s recharge should be very efficient to does not leak
information.

The proposals to randomize power dissipation focus on
varying the clock frequency as well as adding extra hard-
ware to parallel compute simultaneously to produce noise.
Proposals that compute with a limited amount of frequency
can have their effects canceled by pre-processing and be-
come vulnerable. Just processing in parallel does not prevent
the attack from taking action. Attacks with a pre-processing
and a large number of traces, over 1M, have been successful
[48][56].

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this paper, we describe the three main strategies related
to counteracting power analysis attacks. The fundamental
issues of information leakage are presented as well as how
each strategy acts in such a way to hinder the action of power
analysis attacks. Then we present a survey of the approaches
to mitigate leakage information so that designers can take
it into account when constructing secure cryptographic cir-
cuits. In order to help designers to decide the right counter-
measures to cope with the threats, this paper describes some
solutions presented in the literature. A summary table com-
piles the main contributions, limitations, and costs associated
with the countermeasures. Further, the designers can make
use of this survey to propose new robust solutions.
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